The use of next-generation sequencing for discovery of viruses has yielded vast amounts of known and putative viral reads. The computational analysis of the reads, however, is quite a challenge, in particular the classification of reads to viral taxa. This is illustrated by the many computational tools that have been devised and new tools that appear monthly. These provide opportunities for other researchers, but the large numbers make it hard for virologists to pick a tool that suits their own study. To facilitate this choice and guide users to through the forest of computational pipelines, we have surveyed publications describing fifty tools, inventoried their approaches and scored their methods, user-friendliness, validation, and other performance criteria for diagnostics, outbreak source tracing, virus discovery, and virome profiling. The tools have variable approaches to the classification of viral reads, but they all rely on searching (i.e., homology (44/50 pipelines) and composition search (8/50)) through reference databases (e.g., nucleotide databases, protein databases, or virus-specific databases). Some pipelines include quality control/pre-processing of reads (23/50), filtering non-viral reads (20/50), and de novo assembly (18/50) before the search, and checking and correcting classifications with phylogenetic or statistical methods after the search step (8/50). Furthermore, some are tailor-made for particular studies; others are more generally applicable. Few tools provide a graphical user interface, and when they do they are often online, which increases the ease of use. Reported runtimes vary greatly---from several minutes per sample to days; newer tools are often faster than old ones. Moreover, some tools have been validated in wet-lab experiments or compared to other tools with in silico benchmark tests. The overview of pipelines is presented on the COMPARE website (<https://compare.cbs.dtu.dk/inventory#pipeline>). A decision tree is provided separately to help virologists with any level of bioinformatics expertise select suitable analysis tools. The next step will be to benchmark the most promising tools with the COMPARE and VIROGENESIS projects to better assess their performance for diagnostics and surveillance studies.
